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What Have I learned? By WOODY

Camp can teach us many things. Camp is not just about
learning how to swim, or learning how to hit a baseball (as
important as those things are): camp can teach us sooo..
much more. Indeed, that is what we learned in Wasserman
Hall last night, as WOODY sat in the Big Chair and asked the
guys to think a little deeper than they might otherwise
normally do.
Thinking deeply about things can help us in the learning
process. KENYAN STANTON demonstrated this perfectly as
he sat in the Big Chair and shared his thoughts with the
group. Wise words, indeed for one so young. LEXX MALKIN explained
how he
has learned that being at camp allows you to be more reliant on your friends to pick you up when you are down. This
is something many of us feel we are too tough to do, and we forget that we do have people, friends, family, here to
pick us up and make us happy. BEN LAZARUS also took a seat in the Big Chair as he explained he learned that true
friends will leave your stuff alone and that you can trust your friends.
Thinking, reflecting, wondering are things we all do and should do. I would love it if all the boys, this summer, could hit
a softball, ski around the lake lucky canteen number 15 and wonder why the world is the way it is. It would be great if
everyone could take a few minutes every day to just sit and think: to sit and wonder: to ask those profound questions,
like, why doesn’t glue stick to the inside of the bottle? What would have happened to Humpty Dumpty if he hadn’t
fallen off the wall? (Sadly we’ll never know). I implore you to think about it and ask
yourself, ‘What Have I Learned Today’?

Big Brother By Editor CALEB SAKS

Last night after dinner TODD LAZARUS and ZACH ‘ZEKE’ QUEN announced that we
will not be playing Twi-Light League, but we will be running our first Big Brother Little
Brother event. All the campers were paired with their “brothers”. They
then traveled around camp participating in different activities ranging
from shooting a basketball all the way to five dizzy izzies and running
around the bases. After they completed each activity, the groups received
a question from the counselor running the activity. They would then talk about
their answer to the question on their way to the next activity, allowing for the
“brothers” to get to know each other. When they got to their next activity, they
would recite the question and give the counselor their answer. At my station, I
got to hear the answer to the question “if you could go back in time and change
one thing, what would you change”? RYAN WEIL  The most remarkable answer I
heard was from little ZACH FORMAN. He said he would make sure
Abraham Lincoln was never shot. Coming from one of the youngest
campers at camp I was truly impressed.

Q+A with our assistant director WOODY
By JOSH and Eli NORMORDI and SAMMY SASNOW

1. What year is it for you at camp?
This is my 29th summer at CM
2. What is your favorite sport?
Soccer and cycling
3. What is your favorite part about camp?
Watching everyone play and be happy
4. What is your favorite food?
Chicken fingers and scrambled eggs
5. What is your favorite thing to do at home?
Go to the gym, read, cycle, and go to soccer
games with JOSH INGRAM
6. How much were you able to deadlift?
310K / 682lbs (A few years ago, mind).
7. What makes you want to come back to
camp every summer?
To see everyone grow and mature and
succeed and to see the little guys become the big guys.

King of the Camp Kayaka By TANNER KAMINSKY

The fun started when the whistle was blown. The objective was to race
kayaks around the waterfront and back. All the teams got together and
talked about how they were going to win. The first race was between
Phoenix and Dragons. The Phoenix won the first race. GAVIN MORRISEY
and COOPER BORSTEIN were paddling a kayak for the Phoenix. They
rushed to the shore and beat the Dragons. The next race was between the
Thunderbirds and the Knights. JOSH NAMORDI and TANNER KAMINSKY
paddled for the Knights against SAMMY SOSNOW paddling for the
Thunderbirds. The Knights won the first race, but then forfeited the
second race, leaving the Phoenix victorious.

King of the Camp Hockey Day 1 By JACK KAPLAN, JACK FORMAN & RYAN FIRMIN

As soon as the puck was dropped, the game was on. The game was Phoenix and Thunderbirds vs. the Knights and
Dragons. It was a game for the ages. ZACH AKIN played a miraculous game for the T-Birds in goal. He saved an
unfathomable number of shots without a stick or even helmet, but still had a smile on his face. JORDAN GENTNER
played a fantastic game, scoring a hat trick while his adoring fans cheered him on. DYLAN SCHWARTZ also stepped up
for the Knights, his first appearance in goal, and played absolutely phenomenal. After many bumps and bruises, the
Phoenix and Thunderbirds came out victorious.

